Nikanov et al'.'s refit of Bonn-Gachina coupled-channel isobar model mix includes: S 11 -wave, P 13 (1720), P 13 (1900), P 11 (1840) K + Σ 0 cross sections also better described with P 13 (1900) Promote this "missing" resonance from ** to **** status. P 13 (1900) is not found in quark-diquark models. 
Large polarization transfer
Large polarization transfer along along photon direction photon direction (not the z (not the z' ' helicity helicity axis) is seen in axis) is seen in CLAS CLAS electro electro--production. production. Λ (1405) Σ (1385) Λ (1520) Λ (1670) Note that "sign" of the charge asymmetry is opposite to Nacher et al prediction 
